
TRIP DETAILS:

BIKE RIDING:

PRICE BREAKDOWN ($2295)

•   Airfare

•   Mountain Bike Trip insurance

•   Bike’s and equipment

•   Guide tips (10%-20% of trip price pp)

•   Bike rental

•   Anything not listed in the “included” list.

•   First night accomodation**

What’s included in your trip price:

Not Included:
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 •   8-day trip, 5 days of riding.

 •   4 di�erent riding locations 

 •  4 di�erent accommodations (Traditional Hotel, Haciendas, Ranches)

 •   Will ride over 80 miles and over 35,000 vertical feet of descent.

 •  Experience all aspects of Guatemalan Culture, the food, the art, the 
people and of course the biking!

 •   All meals included a mix of Gourmet restaurants to the homes of locals, 
but all very safe and delicious!

 • Trip of a lifetime!!

 •   Shuttle rides with an average of 3,000 feet of descent and 500 feet of 
ascent per trail.

 •   Clients will ride an average of  8,000 feet of descent and 12 miles a day.

 •  Trails are a mix of old agriculture routes and hand built trails.

 •  Flowy sections, rock gardens, steeps, long ridges, small climbs and big 
descents

 •   Mix of softer humid loam and desert type dirt.

 •   5 Days of guided epic single-track mountain biking

 •   8 nights of lodging

 •   Airport shuttle and transportation in between cities

 •   Breakfast, lunch everyday, 4/8 dinners, 1st beer and snacks on 
ride days.

 •   Shuttle vehicles, drivers, guides and entrance fees into national 
parks for all ride days.

 •   24-hour attention and support

 •  Professional, local, and bilingual guides on every ride day and for 
cultural activities.

 •  Full guided tour of Mayan Ruin at lake Atitlán

 •   Signature 2Wheels bike jersey.



•   Visit an artisan workshop and meet the 
people behind the art.

•   Mezcal tour and tasting at a small family owned mezcal 
distillery.

•   Do a city bike tour looking at all the street art of Oaxaca.

•    Swim with dolphins, turtles, whales.

•   Deep sea �shing, snorkeling, 

•   Visit a sustainable farm and cook with local Oaxacan women.

TRIP INSURANCE

ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE

PAYMENT

Trip insurance is super a�ordable and extremely important, it will cover you if 

you are injured, get sick, break your bike or miss a couple days of riding due to 

whatever reason. We highly recommend all our guests purchase trip insurance. 

We recommend World Nomad for your trip insurance provider.

FOOD AND HOSPITALITY

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Mountain biking is just one aspect of a 2Wheel Epix vacation, we 

focus on connecting our clients with authentic experiences that truly 

demonstrate the local lifestyles that exist in each region. One of the 

main ways we accomplish this is by taking our clients to 

accommodations and eateries that are all di�erent representations of 

the many facets of Mexican culture.

All the food we eat is catered to our clients speci�c needs, is clean, 

delicious and will give you an insight into the culture you are 

amongst. Don’t panic if you have dietary requirements! We have got 

you covered, all meals can be changed super easily and we promise 

that no matter what your requirements are you will be more than 

satis�ed and well fed!

Guest's will share a room with 1 other guest in the Hotel, and 3 other 

guests in the Cabañas, which are large and spacious, but may reserve 

their own hotel for an extra fee of $200.

Arrival and departure days are not included in the 6 day trip, so make sure you 

account for the 2 extra days when booking your �ight. Arrival: Home Airport 

to Oaxaca. Departure: Puerto Escondido to Home Airport *Using trusted 

airlines is recommended to ensure safety of your bike and trip

Clients must pay a $1000.00 deposit but can pay an initial $500.00 deposit, 

then pay the remaining balance of the $1000.00 deposit within 2 months of 

your trip date. This deposit can be paid by credit, debit, paypal, cash, western 

union or a bank transfer.Clients will bring the remaining $1295.00 in cash to 

Mexico and pay when they arrive.*



FAQS

What is the group size?
We Focus on small group trips and want each one of our clients to have personalized experience. In order to maintain the quality of our product we 
allow a maximum of 8 people on public trips, and for private groups we cap our trips at 10 people. 

How far will you ride everyday?
On average we ride between 7-15 miles a day with an average of 5,000 feet of descent and 1,000 feet of ascent. However mountain biking is a variable 
sport and full of surprises, so these numbers are dependent on the group pace and how many issues we have on trail. 

What do I do if I have a di�erent skill level than the rest of the group?
No matter what the group size we always have at least 2 guides with the group. This gives our team the option to have one group pace or have two 
group paces. That means if the whole group is on the same pace then we will �ow together as one group; but if there is one or more group members 
that need to go faster or slower we will break the group into two groups and accommodate the speed and skill of all riders. 

Where do I leave my belongings when we are riding?
On ride days you will leave your belongings at your accommodation (all of our accommodations are very secure). On the two di�erent days that we 
travel to new riding areas we will bring ALL of our equipment and luggage with us to our next destination. Each accommodation will have storage for 
bikes and gear, and if you have extra things that you want to leave behind for the entire trip you will have the ability leave store them in the city of 
Oaxaca 

What size suitcase should I pack and what clothes do I bring?
This Mexico trip does have 2 transfer between riding destinations, where you will be packing all your things and taking them with us. Therefore, we 
recommend that our clients use a 40-50L suitcase (preferably a du�el bag) that is easier to pack and unpack and their mountain bike backpack or 
hipback. Packing lighter will make your trip more convenient and we will also have opportunities to wash clothes. 

What kind of bike is ideal for this trip?
For our Mexico Mountain bike trip clients should bring an Enduro mountain bike that has a front and rear travel of 140mm to 160mm, that is the ideal 
travel. This mountain bike trip is mainly descent in a type of terrain that requires a larger travel bike, but if riders have a smaller travel bike 
(120mm-140mm) and are comfortable with that travel then it is their choice to bring that bike or rent a bike from 2Wheel. Clients are also welcome to 
bring a downhill bike as well, this trip is 90% downhill but there is an average of 500 feet of climbing a day and pedal sections. Many local riders in 
Mexico ride downhill bikes and do just �ne, but that is your decision.     

What do I do if the trail has sections that are beyond my ability?
We understand that riding new terrain is intimidating and we want our clients to know that their trail enjoyment and safety is our �rst priority. Many 
of the trails we ride in Mexico are 80% rideable at the pace of any intermediate to advanced riders, but the other 20% can be rocky, rooty, rutty, have 
jumps, drops, freerides or steeper sections. If a rider feels they do not want to ride a section then they will be helped by our guide to safely walk down 
the trail where the obstacle ends. Furthermore, on all 2Wheel trips there will be two guides, one in the front and one in the back, and no rider will be 
left behind and or held back from riding at their desired pace.



Why Choose 2Wheels

2Wheels is dedicated to supporting local bike communities in foreign 

countries. We focus on bringing clients an elevated experience that exceeds 

the expectations of the products that are already available, while also 

providing a level of medical training and guide experience that is held to the 

highest international standard. 

Furthermore, we assure that our clients receive the most wholesome cultural 

and mountain biking experience possible. 
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8 DAY ANTIGUA, GUATEMALA MTB VACATION
Mayan ruins, Ancient Volcanos & Century old decents
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